
Additional Reflection on Revelation – Week 7  (July 24th 2022) 
- Interpreting Issues for Revelation today 
 
Try not to simply read this page through, but pause on each question, even writing down a response to it.  

1. Overview of different lines of interpretation 
 

There are generally four ways of understanding the text of Revelation and its interpretation: 
 

(1)  Idealist.  This sees the book as describing timeless spiritual truths about the nature and purposes 
of God, and the relationship between the church and the world. Some of the earliest allegorical 
interpretations of Revelation were of this sort, but this approach has more recent scholars too. 
 

(2)  Futurist.  A rival school of early interpreters saw in Revelation the prediction of an imminent end 
and the advent of the millennial age. Joachim of Fiore in the 12th century understood it as predicting 
the end in his time, and there has been a strong revival of this approach in the 20th century. 
 

(3)  Church historical.  As the centuries passed, it became increasingly attractive to see Revelation 
as having some historical references, but not to the ‘end times’ only. Berengaud in the 9th century 
was the first to suggest that Revelation described events through history to the writer’s day. 
 

(4)  Preterist (or contemporary historical).  The rise of biblical criticism and the rediscovery of the 
historical context of Revelation’s writing has made it possible to argue that Revelation is primarily 
speaking to its own day, and only secondarily (and derivatively) to later readers. 
 

Any commentary or study Bible should state its position so that you understand which interpretation 
the writers are coming from.   
For example, my (dreadful) Schofield KJV Study Bible says this in its introduction, “It is important to 
observe that, beginning in ch4, the book presents future events...much that is now obscure will 
become clear to those for whom it was written, as the time approaches.”     
Others, like my NIV Study Bible are more cautious, “Fortunately, the fundamental truths of Revelation 
do not depend on adopting a particular point of view.” 
 

• Which interpretive view have you grown up with? – are you still happy with this view? 

• Can you identify the interpretation understanding that I have predominantly been using in the 
sermon series? 

• In what ways has this been helpful, and in what ways has this been difficult or challenging?  

• Whilst not affecting the ‘fundamental truths’ of the book, in what ways can each interpretation 
affect the way in which we live our Christian faith? 

 
2. Considerations 

 

The most important thing to notice about these ‘approaches’ is that they should be conclusions from 
reading the book, not assumptions made on approaching it. Whether Revelation is primarily 
concerned about the past, present or future, and in what way, must be decided on the basis of 
engagement with the book, not assumed as a tool with which to approach it. 
 

This also applies to the numerous images and metaphors contained 
within the book too.  In Revelation there is a constant temptation to make 
a direct connection between the words and descriptions, and our own  
world – to think that the referent of the text is the world of our day (dotted 
line on right diagram).  But the historically conditioned nature of the  
metaphors and images in Revelation means that we have to read the  
book in its historical context, and only then find a ‘corresponding relation’ 
in our day (solid line of diagram). 
In this week’s sermon, I spoke (from a preterist viewpoint) about Revelation not predicting that the 
EU in 2022 is the beast, however it may suggest that the EU is a type of beast similar to that faced by 
the Christians of John’s day.  This is what is meant by making a corresponding relation rather than a 
direct connection. 
 

• What other ‘corresponding relations’ might you suggest can be found in our world that are similar 
to that of Revelation’s day? 

• What is Revelation’s response and call for these situations? – how might this challenge both you 
and the Church today? 

 

Feature of 
text (e.g. ‘666) 

Feature of the 
modern reader’s 

context 

Historical context 
of the text (e.g. 
‘Nero Caesar’) 

Characterization 
by metaphor (e.g. 

‘beatliness’) 



 
 

Here are the four main interpretations and how they interpret Revelation as a whole 
(taken from the ESV Study Bible) – 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chs. 1-3: 
Letters to 7 churches 

 

Chs. 4-19: seals, trumpets, witnesses, woman and 
dragon, beasts, bowls, harlot, Armageddon 

20:1-6: millennium 

20:7-22:5: dragon destroyed, 
all in graves rise, white throne 

judgement, all things new 

1st century 
churches 

 

Patristic, medieval, Reformation, modern church ages 
 
 

Second coming, general 
resurrection, last judgement, 

new heaven and earth 

Idealist School 

Revelation’s visions 

Historical references and events 

Chs. 1-3: 
Letters to 7 churches 

 

Chs. 4-19: seals, trumpets, witnesses, woman 
and dragon, beasts, bowls, harlot, Armageddon 

 

20:7-22:5: dragon destroyed, 
all in graves rise, white throne 

judgement, all things new 

1st century 
churches 

 

Patristic, medieval, 
Reformation, 

modern church ages 

Futurist (Dispensational Premillennialism) School 

Revelation’s visions 

20:1-6: 
millennium 

 

general resurrection, last 
judgement, new heaven and 

earth 

rapture, 
believers 

raised 

tribulation 
 
 

second 
coming, 

Armageddon 

Christ reigns 
1000 years 

on earth 

Historical references and events 

* Some dispensational interpreters think that the churches addressed in chs. 2-3 predict different periods in church history. 

1st century 
churches 

 

Patristic, medieval, Reformation, modern church ages 
 
 

second coming, general 
resurrection, last judgement, 

new heaven and earth 

Historicist School 

Revelation’s visions 

Historical references and events 

Chs. 1-3: 
Letters to 7 churches 

 

Chs. 4-19: seals, trumpets, witnesses, woman 
and dragon, beasts, bowls, harlot, Armageddon 

 

20:7-22:5: dragon destroyed, 
all in graves rise, white throne 

judgement, all things new 

20:1-6: 
millennium 

 

Chs. 1-3: 
Letters to 7 
churches 

Chs. 12-19: woman and dragon, 
beasts, bowls, harlot, 

Armageddon 

20:7-22:5: dragon destroyed, 
all in graves rise, white throne 

judgement, all things new 

Partial Preterist School(s) 

20:1-6: 
millennium 

 

Revelation’s visions 

Chs. 4-11: 
seals, trumpets, 

witnesses 

1st 
century 

churches 

Jerusalem’s fall 
A.D.70 

 

second coming, general 
resurrection, last judgement, 

new heaven and earth 

Rome’s fall: 
4th century* 

 

Rest of Patristic, 
medieval, Reformation, 

modern church ages 

Historical references and events 

* Partial preterists differ on what would (from the original readers’ viewpoint) precipitate the millennium.  This chart represents the 
view that sees Rome as the church’s main enemy.  Others would understand Second Temple Judaism as the church’s main enemy. 



 

(1) Premillennialism.  Usually associated with a futurist reading of Revelation and teaches that Christ will 
return before (pre) the thousand years of Rev 20:1-6 and will rule with Christians on earth during this 
time before the last judgement. Classical Premillennialists believe that Christians will go through a 
period of ‘great tribulation’ before this thousand years. Pretribulation premillennialists believe that there 
will be a rapture of believers prior to the ‘great tribulation’ which precedes the thousand years. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2) Postmillennialism.  Can be associated with both a preterist and a historical reading of Revelation and 
teaches that Christ will return after (post) the thousand years of Rev 20:1-6.  Classical 
postmillennialism teaches that the world will gradually become more Christian and during the thousand 
years the world will transform the world’s societies and cultures. During this thousand years, Christ 
will rule from heaven but his Spirit will enable the Church to bring the world to Christ. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Understanding the Millennium in Rev 20:1-6 
 

The Millennium of Rev 20:1-6, although covered slightly on Sunday, causes a great deal of debate 
over its interpretations.  Below are the three main views 

Classical Premillennialism 
(Christ comes before the millennium but after the tribulation; the chair, in this and following illustrations, represents the judgement seat of Christ) 

Church Age / Tribulation Millennium Eternal State 

Christ 

Believers 

Believers 

‘Catching up’ of believers 
to be with Christ 

Immediate 
 

Believers 

Christ 

Resurrection of 
believers 

(Renewed earth) 
 

Resurrection of unbelievers; 
Judgement 

(Renewed earth) * 
 

* Classical Premillennialists differ over whether the renewed 
earth will begin in the millennium or in the eternal state. 

 

Pretribulational Premillennialism 
(Christ comes before the millennium and before the tribulation) 

Church Age / Tribulation Millennium Eternal State 

Christ 

Believers 

Believers 

‘Catching up’ of believers 
to be with Christ 

7 Years 
 

Believers 

Christ 

Resurrection of 
believers 

 
 

Resurrection of unbelievers; 
Judgement; 

New heaven, new earth 
 

Tribulation 
 

Postmillennialism 
(Christ comes after the millennium) 

Church Age Millennium Eternal State 

Resurrection of believers; 
Resurrection of unbelievers; 

Judgement; New heaven, new earth 
 
 

Christ 



(3) Amillennialism.  Can be associated with a preterist, historical or idealist reading of Revelation and 
teaches that Christ will return after a symbolized thousand years of Rev 20:1-6.  This teaching 
suggests that there will be no (a-) millennium as taught by pre or postmillennialism.  The ‘thousand 
years’ is a symbolised ‘long period of time’ in which the Church will have to witness through 
persecution.  The first resurrection of 20:4-5 is the martyrs death of John’s day, with the traditional last 
judgement being when Christ returns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4. Final thoughts 
 
Each of these three primary millennial views falls within the framework of historic Christian orthodoxy. 
Though they differ in significant ways with regard to the interpretation of the book of Revelation and 
other passages related to the ‘end times’, each view is well represented among Bible-believing, 
orthodox Christians. 
 
It is tempting to say that it doesn’t matter what our line of interpretation is, given that we may put this 
in the ‘non-essentials’ for understanding the Christians faith.  However, in some cases, the 
interpretation that we have can lead to church mission and purpose being directly influenced and, in 
extreme cases (but not uncommon), this is where it can lead people and churches into problems. 
 

• What might (or might not) be part of the mission of believers who interpret Revelation in a way 
that understands that the earth will gradually decay and eventually be renewed when Christ 
returns? 

• What mission priorities will a group of believers have who predominantly interpret certain 
events in today’s world indicating a very short time before Christ’s return? 

• How might mission look in a church where they believe that the whole world will become more 
and more Christianised as we approach Christ’s return? 

• What might mission look like in a church that believed that Revelation only speaks into the 
world of John’s day? 

 
 
Finally, if you hadn’t worked it out by now, my predominant view for preaching this sermon series has 
been from an amillennial partial preterist reading of Revelation.   
 

• How has this been helpful or unhelpful? (be kind!) 

• What questions do you still have? 

• How will you find answers to them…? 
 
 
 

The notes for the final week of Revelation in two weeks time will include further reading for those 
wanting to delve a little further.  Books listed will be at a range of levels too, so something for those 

not professing to be ‘deep thinkers’, and those who are. 

Amillennialism 
(No future millennium) 

Church Age Eternal State 

Resurrection of believers; 
Resurrection of unbelievers; 

Judgement; New heaven, new earth 
 
 

Rev 20:1-6 is now 
 
 

Christ 


